Direct methods for the analysis of lamellar neutron diffraction from oriented multilayers: a difference Patterson deconvolution approach.
We have described here a direct method for the solution of the phase problem for lamellar neutron diffraction from hydrated oriented multilayers of model membranes. As a result, the neutron-scattering profiles of such model membranes can be uniquely determined. We note that such methods can easily be extended to cases in which the thickness of the water layer w is somewhat greater than d/2 as long as it is substantially less than d [e.g., w less than 3d/4 would suffice, since deltaP(-d/4 less than or equal to x less than or equal to d/4) would contain only contributions from see article without overlapping contributions from see articles and to cases in which isotopic labeling is used instead of partial H2O-D2O exchange.